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Distribution of Public versus Private Turf 

For this section, Tetra Tech reviewed the Chesapeake Stormwater Network’s Technical Bulletin 

No. 8: The Clipping Point: Turf Cover Estimates for the Chesapeake Bay Watershed and 

Management Implications (Schueler and Claggett 2010). Table 1 (modified from Schueler and 

Clagget 2010) shows the distribution of turf grass in Maryland, Virginia, and New York by 

urban land use type. In the table, Tetra Tech added the land ownership designation on the basis 

of the turf sector description in the reference document. This was done to better understand the 

distribution of turf grass to ownership type. 

The percent for the land ownership was summed from data presented by Schueler and Claggett 

(2010) and land ownership type as classified by Tetra Tech (Table 2) to generalize the overall 

percent private turf versus public turf (or mixed use). Maryland and New York had roughly 85 

percent of turf grass on private lands. Virginia had the most on public lands—mainly on rights of 

way—at 26 percent. These are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Table 1. Distribution of turf grass by land use type in Maryland, Virginia, and New York 

Land use type Land ownershipa 1989–1998b Maryland 2005 Virginia 2004  New York 2005 

Home lawns Private 70% 82.6% 61.6% 82.1% 

Apartments Private ndc 0.6% nd 0.8% 

Roadside right of way Public 10% 4.3% 17.5% nd 

Municipal open space Public 7.0% 3.5% 6.0% nd 

Parks Public 3.5% 1.9% 2.5% 1.9% 

Commercial Private nd nd 5.0% 0.3% 

Schools Public/private 3.0% 3.4% 2.9% 1.6% 

Golf course Private 2.5% 1.4% 2.25 3.0% 

Churches/cemeteries Private 2.0% 1.2% 1.4% 1.1% 

Airports/Sod farms Private 1.0% 1.1% 0.9% 0.6% 

Otherd Public/private nd nd nd 8% 

Source: Schueler and Claggett 2010. 
a Tetra Tech designation 
b Average of three states: Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia 
c nd = no data because the indicated turf sector was not sampled or estimated 
d Other = Correctional facilities, lawn care, and fairgrounds 

 

Table 2. Summary of turf grass distribution by land ownership type in Maryland, Virginia, and New York 

Land ownership type Maryland 2005 Virginia 2004 New York 2005 

Private 87% 71% 88% 

Public 10% 26% 2% 

Public/Private 3% 3% 10% 
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Figure 1. Summary of turf grass distribution by land ownership type in Maryland, Virginia, and New York 
 

What is the Subset of Public Lands Being Fertilized? 

Tetra Tech performed a literature review of fertilizer application at the county and local levels in 

the Chesapeake Bay watershed. No data were found regarding the percentage of public lands 

being fertilized (i.e., acres of county property fertilized versus county property owned). 

However, the literature review showed that some jurisdictions identify specific land use types 

that received fertilizers. Commonly fertilized public spaces included ball parks, golf courses, and 

athletic fields. Such areas are often considered high use, and fertilizer application is used to 

promote grass growth and limit erosion that might otherwise occur after heavy use. 

What Municipalities Have Analyzed Their Land Application and 
Changed Their Policies—Outside the Chesapeake Bay 
Watershed? 

Tetra Tech reviewed references in the Landscape and Park Maintenance section of the Center 

for Watershed Protection’s Urban Stormwater Restoration Manual 9 for landscape/park best 
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management practices (BMPs) for municipal housekeeping (Novotney and Winer 2008). 

Unfortunately, the majority of applicable work is being conducted in Washington State. 

 Seattle, Washington. In January 1998 Seattle Parks and Recreation convened a group of 

in-house experts in landscape maintenance, horticulture, and urban forestry to develop 

BMPs for landscape maintenance operations. This project was undertaken at the request 

of the Superintendent of Parks and Recreation as part of Seattle’s Environmental 

Management Program. Revised in 2005, the guidance document provides an integrated 

pest management plan, BMPs for natural areas, nursery operations, plant bed 

management, trees in landscaped areas and developed parks, and turf management. The 

level of detail regarding fertilizer application varies in each section. 

(http://www.seattle.gov/parks/projects/bmp.htm) 

 Bellevue, Washington. The city does not use fertilizers on any agricultural lands. 

(http://bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Document%20Library/2006_EBMP_DS_Manual.pdf) 

Summary of Accompanying Excel Sheet 
Public Lands Literature.xlsx has two tabs: Read Me and Literature Review. 

 

 The Read Me tab includes a description of each data column provided in the Literature 

Review tab of Public Lands Literature.xlsx. See below. 

 

 The Literature Review tab provides a summary of the available information for local 

level (county/town/municipality level) fertilizer reduction programs in the Chesapeake 

Bay states. All documents referenced in this table have been uploaded to the SharePoint 

site. Keyword searches were conducted broadly for the entire state and targeted searches 

for the most populated five to seven cities in each state. Common keywords for the 

literature review included the following keywords or combinations of keywords: MS4, 

Chesapeake, fertilizer, annual report, fertilizer reduction, and targeted jurisdiction/city 

name. 
 

Contents of the Read Me Tab of Public Lands Literature.xlsx 

 Program (based on the document title): Describes the title of the PDF in which the 

program is described. 

 PDF Name: File name of the document as downloaded from the Web and saved. 

 State: The state in which the program is implemented. 

 Schools and Universities: A subset of public land type. Y is indicated for any program that 

discusses reducing fertilizer use on school and university properties. N is indicated if 

schools and universities are not discussed as part of the program elements. Disclaimers 

are included as appropriate. If a disclaimer is provided, read column I, Brief Description 

of Program, for additional details. 

 State/County/Municipal Land: A subset of public land type. Y is indicated for any 

program that discusses reducing fertilizer use on state, county, or jurisdictional land. N is 

indicated if state, county, or jurisdictional lands are not discussed as part of the program 

http://www.seattle.gov/parks/projects/bmp.htm
http://bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Document%20Library/2006_EBMP_DS_Manual.pdf
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elements. Disclaimers are included as appropriate. If a disclaimer is provided, read 

column I, Brief Description of Program, for additional details. 

 Parks: A subset of public land type. Y is indicated for any program that discusses 

reducing fertilizer use on park land. N is indicated if park land is not discussed as part of 

the program elements. Disclaimers are included as appropriate. If a disclaimer is 

provided, read column I, Brief Description of Program, for additional details. 

 Turf grass (including fields open space and lawns: A subset of public land type. Y is 

indicated for any program that discusses fertilizer use on turf grass including open spaces, 

lawns, and golf courses. N is indicated if turf grass is not included as part of the program 

elements. Unknown is indicated if it could not be determined that turf grass is included as 

part of the program elements. 

 Land type unspecified: A subset of public land type. Y is indicated if a fertilizer program 

is discussed but the land type could not be determined. N is indicated if a public land type 

is identified by the program. 

 Other: Text has been added where appropriate if a public land type is identified but not 

identified in columns D–G. 

 Changes to local landscaping: Y is indicated for any program that discusses changing local 

landscaping to reduce fertilizer use—including programs that are using native plants to 

reduce fertilizer use, converting turf to natural landscape, retrofits, and such. N is 

indicated if changes to local landscaping are not discussed as part of the program 

elements. 

 Purchasing and contracting policies: Y is indicated if restrictions are placed on the type or 

quantity of fertilizer that could be purchased. N is indicated if fertilizer purchasing 

restrictions are not discussed as part of the program elements. 

 Restrictions for Fertilizer Use: Y is indicated for any program that restricts fertilizer use 

on certain land types or during certain times of the year. Examples include only applying 

fertilizer to ball parks, restricting fertilizer during the winter, and banning fertilizer use 

entirely within city/county/state limits. N is indicated if restrictions for fertilizer use are 

not discussed as part of the program elements. 

 Specific guidelines in place for [fertilizer] reduction: Y is indicated for any program 

established specific benchmarks for fertilizer reduction including banning fertilizer 

entirely, reducing fertilizer by a set percentage, prohibiting fertilizer sale, establishing 

soil tests before fertilizer application, and such. N is indicated if fertilizer-reduction 

strategies are ambiguous, such as the city acknowledging good housekeeping guidelines 

for reducing fertilizer use, applying fertilizer in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions, targeting certain departments for reduced fertilizer application without 

specifying how reductions will be obtained. 

 Brief Description of Program: Text describing the fertilizer reduction program, with 

specific details, where applicable, as summarized from the original PDF. For additional 

program details, see the original document. 

What Municipalities Have Analyzed Their Land Application and 
Changed Their Policies—Chesapeake Bay Watershed? 

Tetra Tech reviewed literature of about 80 jurisdictions regarding fertilizer application at the 

county and local levels in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. Of the 80 jurisdictions, 34 
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jurisdictions have enacted specific guidance to reduce land application of fertilizers—most 

commonly following manufacturer’s instructions for applying fertilizers, soil testing, BMPs, 

integrated pest management plans, or banning use of certain fertilizers. It is unknown what 

prompted the implementation of these plans (e.g., whether the jurisdiction analyzed its land 

application and as a result changed the fertilizer policy). 

Fertilizer guidance is most commonly set to encompass all land uses at the state, city or 

jurisdiction level. More than one-third (14 out of 34) of the jurisdictions that had specific 

guidance in place to limit fertilizer application provide guidance at the state, city, or jurisdiction 

level. Specific guidance provided by these programs varies from complete fertilizer bans to 

testing soil before fertilizer application. Given the diversity of land use types encompassed at the 

state, city, and jurisdiction level, it is likely that fertilizer regulations and programs at this level 

will be effective in reducing the amount of fertilizer that enters the Chesapeake Bay. 

Roadside rights of way represent the largest estimated public source of turf grass and second 

largest estimated source of turf grass overall (behind private lawns) for Maryland, Virginia, and 

New York (Table 1). Anne Arundel County, Maryland; the Delaware Department of 

Transportation; the New York Department of Transportation; and the Virginia Department of 

Transportation have programs in place to limit fertilizer in rights of way. Schools, jurisdictional 

property (excluding ball parks and athletic fields), and parks have the least specific guidance in 

place to limit fertilizer use. Seven jurisdictions—out of the 34 jurisdictions that have specific 

guidance in place for fertilizer reduction—have regulations limiting fertilizer use on at least one 

of these land use types. 

Where fertilizer reduction plans exist, it is generally recognized by the jurisdiction that some 

degree of fertilization is needed on ball parks and golf courses to prevent erosion associated with 

precipitation events on high use areas. Three jurisdictions—out of the 34 jurisdictions that have 

enacted specific regulations to limit fertilizer—have included special clauses to allow fertilizer 

on ball parks, athletic fields, or golf courses. An additional five jurisdictions specifically address 

fertilizer application on ball parks, athletic fields, or golf courses outside the context of 

jurisdiction-wide regulations. Future programs designed to limit fertilizer on ball fields, athletic 

fields, and golf courses should recognize the importance of maintaining sod coverage and the 

role that fertilizer plays in maintaining such sod. 

The following is the list of 34 states, cities, or jurisdictions that were reviewed and have enacted 

specific guidance for fertilizer reduction. For each state, city, or jurisdictions that has enacted 

guidance, a brief summary of the guidance for land application of fertilizers is provided (see 

column M of the associated literature review summary table or documents available in full text 

on the SharePoint site). The descriptions are grouped by land use type and sorted by state. 

All (including state or citywide ordinances) 

 Maryland, statewide: With the Urban Nutrient Management Plan, the Maryland 

Department of Agriculture (MDA) regulates individuals and companies that apply 

fertilizer to 10 or more acres of non-agricultural land. The state’s Fertilizer Use Act of 

2011 places reductions in phosphorous and nitrogen for manufacturers, requires annual 

reporting of fertilizer sales at retailers, sets application guidelines for professional 

applicators, applies restrictions for fertilizer use for homeowners. 

 City of Annapolis, Maryland. City ban of lawn fertilizer containing phosphorous. 
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 Fort Detrick, Maryland. No longer applies fertilizer to turf grass except in research plots. 

 Ithaca, New York. Fertilizers and pesticides are not used on most city property with the 

exception of the golf course. 

 Village of North Syracuse, New York. No fertilizers or other chemicals should be used on 

municipal properties. 

 Onondaga County, New York. The county implemented a turf management program 

limiting fertilizer applications containing phosphorous on county-owned property. 

 Rensselaer County, New York. Fertilizers are not used in general city grounds or lawn 

maintenance. If need arises, fertilizer would be applied following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

 Suffolk County, New York. The county enacted a countywide ban on fertilizer application 

between November 1 and April 1. It bans using all fertilizer on all county properties, with 

the exception of golf courses, athletic fields, the Suffolk County Farm, and where 

establishing new turf along public works projects. The Organic Parks Maintenance Plan 

calls for the use of minimal amounts of slow-release fertilizers needed and limiting 

fertilizer application rates to 3 pounds of nitrogen per 1,000 square feet over a golf 

course. 

 Westchester County, New York. Two executive orders, signed in 2008 and 2009, restrict 

the use of phosphorous fertilizer on county property and reduce nitrogen and other 

stormwater pollutants from county property 

 Virginia, statewide. Virginia will prohibit the sale, distribution and use of lawn 

maintenance fertilizer containing phosphorous beginning December 31, 2013. 

The Code of Virginia requires that all state agencies, state colleges and universities, and 

other state government entities that apply fertilizer develop and implement a nutrient 

management plan. For all state-owned agricultural and forested lands where nutrient 

applications occur, state agencies, state colleges and universities, and other state 

governmental entities must submit site-specific individual nutrient management plans 

prepared by a Department of Conservation & Recreation (DCR)-certified nutrient 

management planner (certain exceptions apply). For all state-owned lands other than 

agricultural and forested lands where nutrient applications occur, state agencies, state 

colleges and universities, and other state governmental entities must submit nutrient 

management plans prepared by a certified nutrient management planner. State agencies, 

state colleges and universities, and other state governmental entities are required to 

maintain and properly implement any such nutrient management plan or planning 

standards or specifications on all areas where nutrients are applied. DCR has authority to 

conduct periodic inspections as part of its responsibilities authorized under this section. 

 Fairfax County, Virginia. The county conducts soil tests before applying fertilizer and 

uses natural landscaping where possible. 

 City of Falls Church, Virginia. The city does not apply fertilizer to turf areas; however, 

deteriorating turf areas might require fertilizer in which the city plans to develop nutrient 

management and integrated pest management plans. 
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 Henrico County, Virginia. The county sets fertilizer application at 2.5 to 3.5 pounds of 

nitrogen annually unless a field is renovated or a new field constructed. In the fall 1.5 

pounds of pot ash is applied per 1,000 square feet. 

Right of way 

 Delaware Department of Transportation, statewide. DelDOT does not routinely 

fertilize its roadsides. Fertilizers are used only in establishing turf grasses from seed on 

freshly prepared bare ground. DelDOT requires that 50 percent of the nitrogen product be 

a slow-release form of ureaformaldehyde and specifies the amount of nitrogen and 

phosphorous applied. 

 Anne Arundel County, Maryland. The county does not use fertilizer in its road 

maintenance and roadside vegetation management. 

 New York Department of Transportation, statewide. State Standard Landscape 

Specifications were revised to remove any default references to rates or specific fertilizer 

types; reduced the number of fertilizer options, eliminating such items as superphosphate, 

applied fertilizer on the basis of soil tests demonstrating the need for specific purposes. 

The specifications provide further guidelines including not re-fertilizing where roadside 

slopes are stable and where exposed rock or clean gravel does not permit the growth of 

grass specifying granular commercial fertilizer such as 10-6-4, 10-10-10 or 10-20-10 and 

apply in spring and fall during specified date ranges. 

 Virginia Department of Transportation, statewide. Nutrient Management Plan 

revisions for facilities maintained by VDOT will be based on nutrient recommendations 

included in the soil test report. Fertilizer use associated with seeding has been reduced by 

300 pounds. 

Golf courses and athletic fields 

 Baltimore County, Maryland. Implemented reduction rates for nitrogen and phosphorous 

(reduction of 17 percent for nitrogen and 22 percent for phosphorous). Under the current 

Urban Nutrient Management Law, MDA regulates fertilizer applications on 

commercially managed lawns (i.e., golf courses). 

 Town of Herndon, Virginia. The Centennial Municipal Golf Course will continue 

application practices using a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) checklist 

annually. 

 New Castle County, Delaware. The county conducts soil sampling to determine fertilizer 

application. Fertilizers are applied to athletic fields. 

 Baltimore County, Maryland. Implemented reduction rates for nitrogen and phosphorous 

(reduction of 17 percent for nitrogen and 22 percent for phosphorous). Under the current 

Urban Nutrient Management Law, MDA regulates fertilizer applications on 

commercially managed lawns (i.e., athletic fields) 

 Springfield Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. Playing fields are treated 

minimally to maintain their safety. 
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 Hampton Roads, Virginia. Yearly soil testing is conducted on athletic fields to determine 

fertilizer needs. 

 Norfolk, Virginia. The city follows an Urban Nutrient Management Plan. Fertilizers are 

applied only on ball parks. Data was collected on the application of fertilizer on city-

owned lands to review the existing city nutrient management plan. 

City or jurisdictional lands (including parks, schools, and open space) 

 Montgomery County Public Schools, Maryland. The county public schools do not 

generally apply fertilizer. 

 New Castle County, Delaware. The county conducts soil sampling to determine fertilizer 

application. Fertilizers are applied around county buildings. 

 Springfield Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. The areas around library 

and township buildings and other non-park areas are treated minimally. 

 Hampton Roads, Virginia. Yearly soil testing is conducted on public building sites to 

determine fertilizer needs 

 Newport News, Virginia. The city reduced the amount of turf managed by Newport 

News Waterworks property. As a result, the city reduced fertilizer used to maintain turf. 

 Springfield Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. The county parks are not 

treated with fertilizer. 

 Cohoes, New York. No fertilizer is used in City Park. 

 Town of Owego, New York. The town does not use fertilizers as part of the green space 

maintenance at Town of Owego Park. 

Miscellaneous 

 City of Richmond, Virginia. The city restricts fertilizer application in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 Town of Herndon, Virginia. The town applies fertilizer in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 City of Alexandria, Virginia. The city applies fertilizer in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 New York State General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from MS4s, statewide. Turf 

management practice and procedure would be implemented by December 31, 2010. 

Addresses proper fertilizer application on municipally owned lands including 

phosphorous application only after a soil test documents that soil concentrations are 

inadequate. 

 Town of Cortlandt, New York. The town evaluated current landscaping and lawn care 

activities for town-owned facilities to identify opportunities to reduce the discharge of 

fertilizers. Practices include applying fertilizer in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions for application rates and quantities, using slow-release or naturally derived 

fertilizer, eliminating or drastically reducing the use of phosphorous fertilizer.  
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Review of Statewide Regulations 

This review of statewide urban nutrient management programs and regulations focuses on 

Delaware, Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. 

Delaware 

The Division of Soil and Water Conservation (SWC)
1
 is mandated to preserve and protect the 

state’s soil, water and coastal resources. It manages Delaware’s shoreline, coastal zone, and 

navigable waterways by regulating coastal and urban land use and construction activities, and by 

promoting wise agricultural and urban land management practices. SWC promotes water 

management practices to preserve agricultural interests, protect urban communities, and provide 

for public safety. 

The Delaware Nutrient Management Act (Title 3, Chapter 22 of the Delaware Code) was enacted 

in June 1999 as an effort to address water quality concerns. The main points of the Act are 

(Delaware Nutrient Management Commission 2006): 

 To regulate activities involving the generation and application of nutrients to (1) help 

improve and maintain the quality of Delaware’s waters and (2) meet or exceed federally 

mandated water quality standards in the interest of the overall public welfare 

 To establish a certification program that encourages the implementation of BMPs in 

the generation, handling, or land application of nutrients 

 To establish a nutrient management planning program 

 To formulate a systematic and economically viable nutrient management program 

that will maintain agricultural profitability and improve water quality 

The Delaware Nutrient Management Commission developed the Water Quality BMPs: 

Nutrients, Irrigation and Pesticides for Golf Course, Athletic Turf, Lawn Care and Landscape 

Industries (2006), which contains guidance or regulations on fertilizer use on golf courses. 

 For high maintenance areas, no more than 3 pounds of nitrogen per year per 1,000 square 

feet (131 pounds per acre) maybe applied, of which no more than 1 pound of nitrogen per 

1,000 square feet (44 pounds per acre) may be applied in a single application. For site-

specific reasons, the annual total nitrogen application may exceed 3 pounds per 1,000 

square feet per year with written justification by a certified consultant. The following 

recommendations are based on the maintenance degree and turf species. High and low 

maintenance must be determined by each area and should represent management 

intensity including mowing, travel, stress levels, compaction, pest pressure, irrigation, 

and others. 

 No more than 2 pounds of phosphorous as P2O5 per 1,000 square feet (87 pounds per 

acre) per year may be applied unless justified by a certified nutrient consultant. For soil 

phosphorus levels greater than 150 fertility index value (or University of Delaware 

                                            
1
 http://www.dnrec.delaware.gov/swc/Pages/AboutUs.aspx. Accessed April 16, 2012. 

http://dda.delaware.gov/nutrients/forms/BMPnonagforprinter.pdf
http://dda.delaware.gov/nutrients/forms/BMPnonagforprinter.pdf
http://dda.delaware.gov/nutrients/forms/BMPnonagforprinter.pdf
http://www.dnrec.delaware.gov/swc/Pages/AboutUs.aspx
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equivalent to P, to pounds P/acres, by Mehlich-3 soil test), the application rates may not 

exceed 1 pound/1,000 square feet per year; and 

 No fertilizer shall be applied within 10 feet of the vegetative edge of any stream, 

pond, lake, river or any drainage conveyance or stormwater management facility. 

 No nitrogen fertilizer may be applied on frozen ground or from December until 

February, however there might be situations where the above standards are not 

practical for business operations. In these situations, a nutrient management plan 

approved by a certified consultant is recommended. 

If nutrients are applied to 10 acres or greater of combined lands or water owned, leased or 

otherwise controlled by such handler, a Nutrient Management Certification—through the 

Department of Agriculture—is required. 

Golf Courses 

For golf courses and athletic fields, improperly located mixing pads facilitate nutrient transport. 

In Delaware surveys, as reported by superintendents, overflow from runoff/irrigation ponds 

could enter wetlands on 21 percent of golf courses and 37 percent of golf courses 

runoff/irrigation ponds could enter surface waters (Delaware Department of Natural Resources. 

2012). 

 Estimated total golf course acres in Delaware = 3,762 (range of 24–400 acres) 

 Total Delaware golf course acreage in greens and tees = 290 

 Reported application rates are within rates the University of Delaware Soils Lab 

recommends 

– Greens receive 5–30 applications: 0.125–1.0 pounds N/1000 ft² 

– Tees receive 4–8 applications: 0.16–1.0 pounds/1,000 ft²/yr 

– Fairways receive ≤ 4 applications: 0.33–1.0 pounds/1,000 ft²/yr 

– Roughs receive 0–2 applications: ≤ 1 pound/1,000 ft²/yr 

 

Maryland 

On May 19, 2011, Governor Martin O’Malley signed the Fertilizer Use Act of 2011, an 

environmental law designed to reduce the amount of nutrients washing into the Chesapeake Bay 

from lawns, golf courses, parks, recreation areas and other non-agricultural sources (MDA 

2011). The law limits the amount of phosphorus contained in lawn fertilizer products sold to the 

public, establishes a training, certification and licensing program for people who are hired to 

apply fertilizer to nonagricultural landscapes, limits fertilizer amounts applied to turf, and 

requires the implementation of a homeowner education program about BMPs to be followed 

when using fertilizers. A county, municipality, or MDA may enforce these requirements for 

homeowners. MDA has enforcement authority over the fertilizer manufacturers and retailers. 

The Fertilizer Use Act of 2011 will be implemented in phases over 2 years—fully implemented 

by October 1, 2013—by MDA and the University of Maryland (MDA 2011). Highlights of 

Fertilizer Use Act of 2011(MDA 2011): 

 Restricts phosphorus amounts in lawn fertilizer with certain exceptions for specially 

labeled starter fertilizer and organic fertilizer products. 

http://dda.delaware.gov/nutrients/nm_cert.shtml
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 Decreases the total amount of nitrogen that may be applied to turf and specifies that 20 

percent is to be applied in a slow-release form. 

 Prohibits labeling a fertilizer product as a deicer. 

 Requires fertilizer products to contain the following statement, “Do not apply near water, 

storm drains or drainage ditches. Do not apply if heavy rain is expected. Apply this 

product only to your lawn and sweep any product that lands on the driveway, sidewalk, 

or street, back onto your lawn.” 

 Establishes the State Chemist Section of MDA, as the enforcement authority for content 

and labeling requirements. 

Turf grass 

Nutrient management laws passed by the Maryland Legislature in 1998 require that University of 

Maryland nutrient management guidelines be followed on state property and certain 

commercially managed turf grass sites. The annual nitrogen requirements for maintaining 

established stands of the most common turfgrass species grown in Maryland generally fall into 

the ranges listed in Table 3 below. 

 

Table 3. Total nitrogen annually (pounds N/1,000 ft
2
) 

Season Grasses Years 1–2 Subsequent years 

Cool Season Kentucky bluegrass 3.0–4.5 3.0–4.0 

Cool Season Turf-type tall fescue 3.0–4.0 2.0–3.0 

Cool Season Fine fescue 1.0– 3.0 0–2.0 

Cool Season Perennial Ryegrass 3.0–4.0 3.0–4.0 

Warm Season Bermudagrass 3.0–4.0 3.0–4.0 

Warm Season Zoysiagrass 1.0– 3.0 0–2.0 

Source: Turner 2003. 

Golf Courses  

Approximately 16,400 acres of maintained grass exist in golf courses in Maryland, of which 

approximately 6,360 acres are considered receiving moderate to intensive management (Turner 

2007). The remaining acres receive less intensive management, including no to moderate rates of 

fertilization. The maintained grass is often surrounded by large areas receiving no or minimal 

management inputs, including non-mowed and forested areas. Research has shown that properly 

fertilized and maintained grass on golf courses will have minimal impact on elevating nitrogen 

and phosphorus levels of ground or surface water (Turner 2007). However, it is imperative that a 

sound nutrient management plan be implemented on each course. 

New York 

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
2
 is responsible for 

chemical and pollution control to protect New York’s natural resources. The New York portion 

of the Chesapeake Bay watershed consists of the Chemung and Susquehanna River basins and 

                                            
2
 http://www.dec.ny.gov/25.html.  Accessed April 16, 2012. 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/25.html
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includes more than 6,250 square miles in 19 counties. New York makes up about 10 percent of 

the total bay watershed (NY DEC 2006). 

The New York State General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from municipal separate storm 

sewer systems (MS4s) was originally issued in April 2010 and became effective May 1, 2010. 

Turf management practice and procedure would be implemented by December 31, 2010. The 

permit addresses proper fertilizer application on municipally owned lands, including 

phosphorous application only after a soil test documents that soil concentrations are inadequate. 

A January 2012 decision from the Westchester Supreme Court, in Westchester County, New 

York ruled that the 2010 General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from MS4s violated the 

Clean Water Act (CWA) and the provisions of New York law (Shiah 2012).   

Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) Plan 

The SWMP Plan describes the program implemented to protect New York water quality from 

stormwater runoff from State-owned highways, roadsides, rest areas, and maintenance yards. 

The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) revised the state standard 

landscape specifications to better reflect more sustainable practices.  

Fertilization guidelines prohibit reapplying fertilizer where roadside slopes are stable and where 

exposed rock or clean gravel does not permit the growth of grass. Granular commercial fertilizer 

should be used; such as 10-6-4, 10-10-10 or 10-20-10. Application can be done in the spring 

between April 1 and June 1 and in the fall from August 15 to October 1 in most areas of the state 

(NYSDOT 2011). 

Pennsylvania 
The Pennsylvania Lawn Fertilizer Bill (SB 1191) has been introduced, but at the time of this 

document, is still pending in the Pennsylvania State Senate. The bill applies only to fertilizer 

applied to turf and prohibits local regulation of turf fertilizer and to turf care at locations such as 

private residences, business, golf courses, public properties and others; but does not apply to 

fertilizer used in agricultural production or commercial sod production (Chesapeake Bay 

Commission 2012). 

Content and Labeling Restrictions 

No fertilizer product may be labeled for uses as a deicer. Fertilizer cannot contain more than 0.7 

pound of readily available nitrogen and cannot be applied at a rate more than 0.9 pound total 

nitrogen per 1,000 ft² of application. At least 20 percent of applied nitrogen must be slow-release 

nitrogen, except enhanced-efficiency nitrogen fertilizer may contain up to 2.5 pound of nitrogen 

per application with a monthly release rate not to exceed 0.7 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 ft². 

Phosphorus cannot be used in fertilizer, except (Chesapeake Bay Commission 2012) 

 When specifically labeled for providing nutrients as determined by a soil test, re-

establishing or repairing turf, or establishing vegetation. 

 When the product is a natural organic fertilizer, organic base fertilizer, or enhanced-

efficiency phosphorus fertilizer, in which case the phosphorus content cannot exceed 0.25 

pound phosphorus per 1,000 ft² with an annual maximum of 0.5 pound phosphorus per 

1,000 ft². 
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Labels must contain the statement, “Do not apply near water, storm drains or drainage ditches. 

Do not apply if heavy rain is expected. Apply this product only to your lawn and sweep any 

product that lands on the driveway, sidewalk, or street, back onto your lawn.” (Chesapeake Bay 

Commission 2012). 

Fertilizer application is not permitted to frozen (to a depth of 2 inches), snow-covered ground, or 

impervious surfaces. Lawn fertilizer cannot be applied before March 1 or after November 15. 

Professional applicators may apply fertilizer after the November 15 or before March 1 at the 

reduced rate of less than 0.5 pound/1,000 ft², subject to the restrictions for frozen or snow-

covered ground. Fertilizer cannot be applied within 5 feet of the top of a bank of a perennial or 

intermittent stream. No phosphorus may be applied to soil when a recent (within 3 years) soil test 

indicates a soil phosphorus level equal to or greater than 200 ppm according to a Mehlich-3 test 

or equivalent. 

Professional applicators must be certified by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture (PDA) 

or be acting under the supervision of a certified professional fertilizer applicator that is present or 

immediately accessible. 

 PDA must recognize a third party’s training program if it meets all the criteria established 

for the PDA program. 

 PDA must, to the maximum extent practicable, align fertilizer certification requirements 

with the education and training opportunities for commercial applicators of pesticides 

 PDA may require continuing education and training of professional applicators. 

 PDA must keep a list of certified professional fertilizer applicators and publish list on its 

website. 

Civil penalties may be assessed of no more than $50 per person for each violation. The PDA may 

suspend or revoke the certification of a professional applicator for a violation. All the monies 

received from certification fees and penalties will be paid into the Agronomic Regulatory 

Account established under section 6725 of Title 3. 

Virginia 

Virginia DCR runs the Water Quality Improvement Agreement Program
3
 (for urban lawn care 

retailers and lawn care companies. Businesses in the program offer their customers information 

about lawn care or applying nutrients within established criteria that minimize nutrient loss by 

controlling application rates and timing. 

Urban Nutrient Management Planner Training and Certification was initiated in fall 2009. The 

Urban Nutrient Management Handbook 
4
 was developed to support the training effort.  

Since 1985, nitrogen and phosphorus loadings have been reduced by 24 percent and 37 percent, 

respectively, despite an increase in population of approximately 2 million people in Virginia (VA 

DCR 2010). 

 

Examples of aggressive nutrient reduction strategies in Virginia are listed below (Goatley 2010). 

                                            
3 http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/stormwater_management/nutmgt.shtml. Accessed April 16, 2012. 
4
 http://pubs.ext.vt.edu/430/430-350/420-350_sml_pdf.pdf. Accessed April 16, 2012. 

file:///C:/Users/ryan.fleeman/Desktop/Chesapeake_Urban%20Nutrient/pubs.ext.vt.edu/430/430-350/430-
file:///C:/Users/ryan.fleeman/Desktop/Chesapeake_Urban%20Nutrient/pubs.ext.vt.edu/430/430-350/430-
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/stormwater_management/nutmgt.shtml
http://pubs.ext.vt.edu/430/430-350/420-350_sml_pdf.pdf
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 Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services will publish a list of 

contractor-applicators who have completed required training and encourage consumers to 

consult the list when hiring a lawn care professional (part of the Certified Fertilizer 

Applicator program) 

 Beginning December 31, 2013, no lawn maintenance fertilizer containing phosphorus can 

be registered in Virginia. Retailers will be allowed to sell any existing inventory. This 

will not affect starter fertilizers with phosphorus. 

 Contractor-applicators who are in compliance with training and nutrient management 

standards cannot be regulated by local government with regard to fertilizer use and 

application. 

 Annual reporting by contractor-applicators is limited to those who apply lawn fertilizer 

on more than 100 acres beginning in calendar year 2012. 

 Virginia Standards and Criteria provide for total application levels of water soluble 

nitrogen up to 1 pound N/1,000 ft
2
 (depending on the timing, source, and such). 

Golf Courses (Goatley 2010) 
 As promoted by the golf course industry, all courses must have a nutrient management 

plan by 2017 and DCR is to create a cost-share program by 2015 to help with the 

expense. 

 Golf courses that have a nutrient management plan cannot be regulated by local 

government with regard to fertilizer use and application.  
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